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QUESTION 1: Please describe my main past lives from the origin of my soul.
ANSWER 1: Yes, present. Yes, we have the records. Let's begin first by traveling this
length of light, or this soul entered into this plane with the group of those projected as
light, projected in light, on light, through light, who entered this dimension through a
gateway of light.
As nearly as we can express in words, a vehicle of light, a ship, not as you would think
of as a physical instrument, but a projection of self. Illuminate, rather than incarnate in
the entry into the environs. First, of Alta, and of the ancient temples where the work was
begun in this plane; in the Temple of Sacrifice in the perfection of bodies, manifest,
incarnate. And was given to the study of the elemental relationships to light, which
allowed matter to crystallize as forms flesh. This was the study.
Entered from, or through, from the realms you refer to as the Pleiades with a group of
souls who came to study. And developed an interest in clothing themselves in this
material of slower dimension, slower vibration, adding dimension to experience by
allowing for interaction with matter. Matter expressing as life, for this was to these a
curious phenomena, for life had been known as light, as love expressing, but had not
expressed in and through flesh.
And had become aware, even from those environs, you see, watching. Had become
aware of the metamorphosis of light, love, and sound interacting with matter in the
production of plant life and animal life, and was a part of those experimentations as
brought consciousness, as well, -- bicameral consciousness into the.... the words are
simply non-existent in your languages, but into Adamic creature(s), creating, as it were,
mankind.
It could be in a manner, it could be said that this one, this soul, was one of the Elohim in
the entry into this Earth.
Now, from that experience through the cycles of incarnation here, there has been the
inter-between, the periods between incarnation have often been projections again to the
visitation of other bodies, bodies in the sense of planetary bodies, of stellar bodies and
such. For there continues to be the mind of the experimenter, and the fascination with
the perfection of the physical vehicle designed, as it were, and built in these three
temples which resulted in an essentially three dimensional being, but which frustrated in
a sense the Elohim, by the refusal, as it were, of the triune created Being, to fuse, or
meld, or merge with the triune descended Being.
And the attempts to merge the bodies of light and of matter developed along the lines of
the introduction of beauty, and of the bicameral mind, and of the wheel of death and
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rebirth. And even of the impregnation of the Adamic creature with the creative urge, or
the reproductive ability of the Elohim, as is described in ancient writings as the coming
together of the Sons of Light with the Daughters of Men. (Bible Ref. Genesis 6:1-4)
Now, we are describing as we read these records, a succession of incarnations of this
soul relating, as it were, to each of the steps. If you can identify them as such, as we
have laid out here, the evolutionary process, for this we have just described took place
over a period of more than 10,000 years that this soul remained as a chela of the Manu,
and a healer in these temples, moving from the Temple of Sacrifice through the Temple
Beautiful, through the Temple of Initiation. And set out upon the search, which has
continued in successive times for the perfection of the body, of healing, and of the lifting
of the consciousness, to the point at which light encounters form.
And during that time of 10,000 years of which we speak, were 100 entries into the earth,
or 100 incarnations in this particular body, or earth-body, planet. Then, [there was] a
succession of sojourns between the dying Vulcan, and through the remaining planets
and expressions of matter in this solar system.
In each the gathering of qualities, there being in particular, a drawing of understanding
of the seven qualities of the seven planets influencing the seven centers of man. And
with the dying of Vulcan, leaving less of the opportunity for touching the crown with
Light. And so searching in manners of lifting the creative urge to meeting the point of
light to merge.
And the sojourns have taken this soul through the Americas and across Chaldea, India,
China, and to these environs. And virtually only Australia is left as habitation
inexperienced, as yet, in the visitation of the planet, and the gathering of experience of
the soul, exploring the body, the living body that is this planet. For the soul came to a
realization that the understanding of the enlightenment of man must come through his
perfect attunement to the consciousness of the planet.
Now, if that be understood, then there is the understanding that the healing of mankind,
of disease on earth is accomplished by the healing of the planet. And without the
healing of the planet, there is not the healing of man to occur. And with the growing
illness of the planet, come ever destructive and complex diseases into the expressions
of the body of mankind. Could it be otherwise?
And so the vision of this soul upon descending into matter in this particular lifetime was
given to the hope of perfecting the self, but far more than that! The soul intent was not
just to perfect the body physical, individual, personal, but the entry was intended to be
one of a global influence for the healing of the planet.
And the naming of the names and times of these sojourns would take quite a period, but
they include sojourns through the schools in these places we've named, in the various
times following the development, or unfoldment of the schools of the mysteries, into the
period of the recent influence in the school in China, that was the place of development,
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or of perfection, as it were, of the martial arts as a means of lifting the body -- the Shao
Lin.
Then, brings us to this moment. And we've traced the evolution of the soul.
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